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Introduction
The biomedical applications of plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) use 

their optical scattering properties for imaging and diagnostics [1-4], and 
their photothermal properties for various types of therapies through 
the generation of heat [1, 5,6], vapor bubbles [6-12] and acoustic waves 
[13,14]. The specificity and sensitivity of imaging and diagnostics as 
well as the selectivity and efficacy of the therapeutic methods depend 
upon the selectivity of NP delivery and activation within their targets, 
typically diseased cells or tissues. The initial application of various NPs 
was based on passive targeting [15-17], which did not allow the NPs 
to recognize their specific molecular targets and resulted in the low 
selectivity of NP-based methods and also in potentially toxic loads of 
NPs. The situation was improved by using active molecular targeting 
with cell-specific molecules (peptides, antibodies, aptamers) attached 
to NPs and coupling to cognate receptors at the membranes of specific 
target (diseased) cells [18-21]. This approach is currently used for the 
in vitro and in vivo application of NP-based imaging, diagnostics and 
therapies including drug delivery with gold NPs [22-26]. However, 
it still does not provide “absolute” targeting: certain amounts of NPs 
are taken up nonspecifically by normal cells and tissues instead of 
diseased cells. Consequently, the specificity and sensitivity of imaging 
and diagnostics, and the selectivity and efficacy of the therapeutic 
methods, are reduced. On the other hand, the major promise of NP-
based medicine is associated with the unique properties of NPs and the 
nanoscale processes they support. To realize this promise, one needs a 
targeting mechanism that provides selective delivery and activation of 
the NPs only in target cells without influencing other adjacent normal 
cells. Otherwise NP-based medicine often defaults to its “macro” 
version by employing only the bulk effects of NPs, and thus losing their 
main advantage over other materials and methods.

To address this problem, we recently introduced the antibody-
endocytosis based mechanism of gold NP targeting and activation 
through generating transient vapor bubbles (plasmonic nanobubbles) 
[27-29]. This mechanism used the selective formation of NP clusters 
(tightly aggregated groups of 5-50 NPs) in specifically targeted cells 
and the cluster size-dependent mechanism of optical activation of such 
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Abstract
The synergistic physical and biological effects of selective targeting and activation of plasmonic nanoparticles were 

studied for a transient vapor nanobubble mode. Simultaneous optical activation of two plasmon resonances in multi-
nanoparticle clusters significantly improved the selectivity and efficacy of the nanobubble generation through and was 
termed “rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles.”  The rainbow nanobubble mechanism has been studied in water and in 
living cells in vitro. This mechanism provided maximal selectivity of the nanobubble generation in both models and 
therefore, can the therapeutic selectivity and optical contrast of gold nanoparticles in a heterogeneous physiological 
microenvironment at cell level. 
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clusters [28-32]. The two key processes employed were  endocytosis (big 
NP clusters were formed only in diagnosis-specific cells, while fewer NPs 
incidentally accumulated by non-specific cells were insufficient to form 
an NP cluster as big as in the specific cells) and plasmonic nanobubbles 
(PNBs), transient vapor bubbles generated around plasmonic NP 
clusters under their exposure to a short laser pulses. PNB provided dual 
tunable mechanical and optical action at cell level [27, 31, 33]. Unlike 
many other thermal, acoustical and optical phenomena related to NPs 
and lasers, the generation of PNBs is a threshold event: PNB does not 
emerge if the laser pulse energy is below specific threshold. The PNB 
threshold energy can be significantly decreased with the NP cluster size 
[30-32], thus allowing the selective generation of PNBs only around 
big enough clusters that cannot be found in non-specific cells. The 
dynamically tunable optical and mechanical properties of PNBs make 
them ideal candidates for cell level imaging, diagnostics, therapy and 
theranostics [27,31,33]. 

However, a general heterogeneity of biological properties (including 
the expression of specific receptors and their ability to support 
endocytosis in non-specific cells) often reduces the selectivity of NP 
targeting and the precision of the following diagnosis and therapy 
[21,34-36]. As results, NP-based biomedical technologies often cannot 
provide real “nano” targeting at cell level. We hypothesized that a 
further improvement in the selectivity of NP-based imaging, diagnosis 
and therapy could be achieved through the simultaneous activation of 
the several different and colocolized plasmon resonances in one NP 
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cluster in order to generate plasmonic nanobubbles in more selective 
way. Our current work was focused on the experimental evaluation of 
this hypothesis for PNBs generated in water and in living cells. 

Materials and Methods 
Generation of rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles

The generation of the vapor bubble around a plasmonic NP (Figure 
1A) requires that the fluence of the excitation (pump) laser pulse exceeds 
a specific threshold. When the threshold is exceeded, the NP delivers 
a sufficient amount of thermal energy to the NP nano-environment, 
enables its rapid evaporation and the consequent expansion of the 
vapor into the nanobubble (PNB). The clustering of plasmonic NPs 
was shown to reduce the PNB generation threshold [30-31]. The 
described mechanism employs one plasmon resonance (one type of 
plasmonic NPs) as the source of heat. We expanded this approach into 
a principally new mechanism that employs the simultaneous effect of 
several different and colocalized plasmon resonances in one NP cluster. 
This was realized through using two different types of plasmonic (gold) 
NPs, nanorods (near-infrared plasmon resonance) and nanospheres 
(visible plasmon resonance), and their mixed clusterization (Figure 
1B). If this multi-NP cluster is irradiated with one laser pulse at sub-
threshold fluence (below the PNB threshold for clusters of a similar 
size though built of only one type of NP) there will be no bubble 
(Figure 1C). However, if we irradiate this multi-NP cluster with the 
two simultaneous pulses at two different wavelengths (matching the 
plasmon resonances of NPs), their cumulative thermal effect will 
exceed the PNB threshold and will result in a PNB (Figure 1C). This 
mechanism was termed as “rainbow plasmonic nanobubble” because 
it employs several different wavelengths of laser radiation and this 
mechanism is principally different from the standard one:

1. A single source of optical energy (a laser pulse at a single wavelength) 
is replaced by several sources (several simultaneous pulses of 
different wavelengths), while the fluence of each pulse is reduced 
below the PNB generation threshold for each corresponding NP 
type. In such cases, the simultaneous exposure of the mono-NP 
cluster or the single pulse exposure of the mono- or multi-NP cluster 
will not generate a PNB, since the thermal output in both cases will 
be insufficient, and only the simultaneous excitation of the multi-NP 
cluster (rainbow mechanism) will cause the bubble. 

2. A reduced fluence of laser pulses results in a lower initial temperature 
of individual NPs in a multi-NP cluster compared to the case of 
a single pulse excitation of a mono-NP cluster. The simultaneous 
heating of closely packed different NPs in the cluster results in a 
rapid fusion (superposition) of their thermal fields into one joint 
thermal field surrounding the NP cluster. This secondary thermal 
field acts as the energy source for the vapor bubble formation and 
expansion, and, compared to the single plasmon resonance case, 
the thermal load on the NPs is reduced, thus better protecting them 
from melting and enabling their multiple activation.

3. The independent control of the fluence of each laser pulse allows 
us to optimize the excitation of the multi-NP cluster for maximal 
selectivity of PNB generation, whereas excitation with a single pulse 
does not offer this opportunity.

From the biomedical point of view the above features can be 
considered as a reduction of the radiation load on a tissue and an 
improvement in PNB selectivity in a heterogeneous cell environment 
when different NPs are targeted with the different vectors (antibodies, 
peptides etc). Optical generation of the PNBs was performed with a 

previously developed photothermal laser microscope [37] equipped 
with a dual pulse laser (STH-01, Standa Ltd, Vilnius, Lithuania): each 
0.5  ns, the wavelength 532 nm (matching plasmon resonances of 
gold spheres of 60 nm) and 787nm (matching plasmon resonances of 
gold nanorods and nanoshells that were employed). The pump laser 
beams were directed into the illumination path of an inverted optical 
microscope and were focused into the sample. Single cells or individual 
NP clusters and NPs and single events were studied. The pump beam 
diameter was measured at the level of half of the maximum in order to 
estimate the maximal level of the excitation fluence (standard definition 
of the fluence employs the beam diameter measured at the level of 1/e2 

relative to the maximal intensity in the center of the beam).

Optical detection of plasmonic nanobubbles and gold 
nanoparticles

Optical detection of PNBs was realized in two parallel modes: 
time-resolved scattering imaging (Figure 2A) and time response 
(Figure 2C). Time-resolved scattering imaging was realized by using 
side illumination of the sample with a pulsed probe laser beam at a 
wavelength 690 nm, different from the pump laser wavelengths (532 
nm and 787 nm). Optical scattering was also used for the imaging of 
single NPs and their clusters. For the objects whose dimensions are 
smaller than a wavelength the size of their image does not represent 
their actual size. However, if the image is formed by the light scattered 
by the object, the brightness of the scattered light (measured as the pixel 
image amplitude) correlates to the size of the object. We have used this 
well known rule for quantitative control of the relative size of the gold 
nanoparticle clusters. This provided the comparison of the clusters of 
similar size. The scattered by NP or by PNB probe radiation was imaged 
with the CCD camera (Luka, Andor Technologies, Belfast, Northern 
Ireland). While allowing to “see” the PNB or NP a time-resolved 
scattering imaging cannot provide kinetic measurement. The latter was 
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Figure 1: Principle of optical generation and detection of: (A) a standard PNB 
induced with a single laser pulse around a mono-NP cluster, and (B) a rainbow 
PNB induced with several simultaneous laser pulses (shown with green and 
purple arrows) and a multi-NP cluster (yellow and purple NPs with different 
plasmon resonances); (C) thermal energy released by a single NP, mono-NP 
clusters and multi-NP cluster under identical optical excitation with two laser 
pulses, like in case (B): only simultaneous excitation of two plasmon resonances 
in one multi-NP cluster delivers thermal energy sufficient for a PNB. Red arrows 
in (A) and (B) show PNB detection through optical scattering of an additional 
probe laser beam.

Figure 2: (A) Time-resolved scattering optical image shows individual transient 
PNB generated around NP cluster exposed to the two simultaneous laser 
pulses (0.5 ns each, 532 nm and 787 nm); (B) – the profile of pixel image 
amplitude for the image shown in A, and (C): corresponding time response 
(obtained for the same PNB simultaneously with the image A) shows PNB-
specific dip-shaped signal and characterizes maximal diameter of the PNB.
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realized with a simultaneous time response mode [37]. An additional 
continuous probing beam (633 nm) was directed to the sample and 
focused on it collinearly with pump laser beams and its axial intensity 
was monitored by a high-speed photodetector (PDA110AC, Thorlabs 
Inc., Newton, NJ) and 400-MHz LeCroy digital oscilloscope (42Xs-
A, LeCroy Corporation, Chestnut Ridge, NY). The PNB-induced 
scattering of a part of the probe beam decreased its axial amplitude 
resulting in a dip-shaped output signal [37]. This mode provided the 
monitoring of a PNB growth and collapse and delivered the PNB 
lifetime that characterizes its maximal diameter [37]. The PNBs were 
quantified by measuring their lifetime (Figure 2C), bubble generation 
threshold fluence and the pixel amplitude of their scattering images 
(Figure 2B). The PNB generation threshold fluence of the pump laser 
pulse describes both the efficacy of the photothermal conversion by NP 
and hydrodynamic conditions of the PNB generation. It was defined as 
pump laser pulse fluence that provides PNBs generation probability 0.5.

Experimental models

NP clusters in water: Three types of gold NPs were studied: gold 
spheres (NSP) (60 nm diameter), gold rods (NR) (25 nm x 75 nm) and 
110 nm gold shells (NS) with silica core inside. NSPs and NRs were 
obtained from Nanopartz (Salt Lake City, UT). Gold shells (NS) were 
prepared by us. NP clusters were prepared by adding PBS into the 
suspension of single NPs (1:1). After 20 min the NP clusters were re-
suspended in water in order to adjust their concentration. Three types 
of the clusters were studied: mono-NP clusters of NSP, mono-clusters 
on NR, and the multi-NP (NSP-NR) cluster consisting of the NSPs 
and NRs. Another set of mono- and multi-NP clusters was prepared 
with the NSPs and NSs. Optical scattering amplitudes of the NP cluster 
images were used to pick only identical clusters so to avoid the influence 
of the variation of their diameters. Formation of the clusters has been 
verified with the two methods: by scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
(FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG), and optical scattering microscopy. We 
have used optical scattering amplitude (measured with CCD and with 
the LSM-710 laser scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging 
GmbH, Germany) as the relative measure of the cluster size: only the 
objects with the close optical scattering amplitudes were used for the 
experiments. Based on their SEM images, the size of these clusters in 
each sample was 130-180 nm. Water samples of gold NP clusters were 
prepared on standard microscope slides and circle coverslips. The 
individual NP clusters were positioned into the center of laser beams 
and exposed to the single or paired laser pulses. 

Living cell model: The selectivity and sensitivity of plasmonic 
nanobubbles as cellular probes were studied in a co-culture of C4-2B 
prostate cancer cells and non-cancer stromal HS-5 cells. C4-2B cells 
were selectively targeted with gold NPs using two cancer-specific 
surface markers: anti-prostate membrane antigen (PSMA) that is 
primarily expressed in prostatic tissues as well as in bone metastases 
[38, 39] (PSMA enzymatic activity is high in C4-2B cells [40]) and C225 
(anti-EGFR) that is expressed in prostate cancer and malignancies [41]. 
C4-2B prostate cancer cells and HS-5 human bone stromal cells were 
maintained either alone or in co-culture as described previously [42]. 
Cells were grown to 80% confluency and then were treated with 60 nm 
gold NSPs conjugated to PSMA and 110 nm gold NSs conjugated to 
C225 antibodies for 30 min at 37ºC. The formation PSMA and C225 
antibody-receptor complex induces uptake of nanoparticles through 
endocytosis resulting in nanoparticle clusters [43,44]. The accumulation 
of gold NPs in living cells was directly monitored with optical scattering 
imaging performed with a laser scanning confocal microscope LSM-
710 (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany) in the scattering 
mode under excitation with a 633 nm continuous laser. 

Results and Discussion
Rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles in water

Initially we studied the generation of PNBs around mono-NP and 
multi-NP clusters in water. Imaging of the PNBs was realized in two 
parallel modes: time-resolved scattering imaging showed individual 
transient PNBs at the moment of their generation (Figure 2A), and 
time-response mode (Figure 2C) employed a continuous probe laser 
(633 nm) to monitor the PNB growth and collapse and thus to obtain 
the PNB lifetime that characterizes the maximal diameter of the PNB 
[37]. Mono-NP clusters consisting of the NSPs were analyzed the 
first for the influence of the cluster size on the maximal diameter (the 
lifetime) and generation probability of PNB (Figure 3A). The size of 
NP clusters was quantified and compared through the amplitudes of 
their optical scattering images (obtained for individual NP clusters). In 

Figure 3: (A) Lifetime and probability of PNBs generated around clusters of 60 
nm gold NSPs  in water and measured as functions of the NP cluster size (single 
0.5-ns laser pulse 532nm@16mJ/cm2), solid star – rainbow PNB generated 
around multi-NP clusters of NSPs (plasmon peak close to 532 nm) and NRs 
(plasmon peak close to 787 nm) with two simultaneous 0.5-ns laser pulses 
(532 nm@16 mJ/cm2 and 787 nm@36 mJ/cm2 , the rainbow mechanism); (B) 
lifetime of PNBs as a function of the laser pulse (532 nm) fluence for mono-NP 
clusters of NSPs (star symbol shows the rainbow PNB generated around a 
multi-NP cluster of NSPs and NRs with two simultaneous 0.5 ns laser pulses 
(532 nm@16 mJ/cm2 and 787 nm@36 mJ/cm2 , the rainbow mechanism); (C): 
PNB lifetime-probability diagram for multi-NP clusters of mixed NSPs and NSs 
under identical excitation with one 0.5 ns laser pulse 532 nm@40 mJ/cm2 , one 
pulse 787 nm@48 mJ/cm2, and two simultaneous laser pulses - 532 nm and 
787 nm (the rainbow mechanism). 
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scattering imaging of the object with sub-wavelength size, their image 
size does not correspond to their real size. However, the amplitude 
of the scattering image amplitude strongly depends upon the object 
diameter (the sixth power): the bigger the NP cluster, the higher the 
image scattering amplitude. At the fixed fluence of 16 mJ/cm2@532 
nm (the wavelength of plasmon resonance of NSPs), the single NPs 
and their small mono-NP clusters did not generate PNBs (Figure 3A). 
The increase of the NP cluster size (measured as optical scattering 
amplitude at Figure 3A) allowed us to overcome the PNB generation 
threshold and the PNB lifetime was found to be nearly proportional to 
the size of the NP cluster (Figure 3A). In fact, the increase of the cluster 
size influenced both the PNB generation probability and the lifetime 
(Figure 3A). Therefore, under the level of optical excitation fluence 
set below the PNBs threshold for single NPs or their small clusters, 
the bigger NP clusters supported the generation of PNBs. For the NP 
cluster of fixed size (we have considered the NP clusters with the level 
of scattering amplitude around 1060 counts) the increase of the optical 
excitation fluence above the PNB generation threshold produced bigger 
PNBs (Figure 3B) while the dependence of the PNB maximal diameter 
(lifetime) upon fluence level was close to linear. 

Next we compared the PNBs generated around the mono- and 
multi-NP clusters of similar size but consisting of the mixture of NSPs 
and NRs. Standard (one excitation wavelength) and rainbow (several 
excitation wavelengths) mechanisms were quantitatively compared 
through the two PNB parameters (Table 1): the maximal size of PNB was 
characterized by their lifetime (Figure 2C), and the optical brightness 
of PNB was characterized through the pixel image amplitude (Figure 
2A, B).  The clusters that yielded similar scattering image amplitudes 
(at the level of 1060 counts) were studied. In addition, the composition 
and dimensions of the clusters were verified with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). According to their SEM images, the size of these 
clusters was 130-180 nm.  Under identical excitation conditions (532 
nm: 16 mJ/cm2, 787 nm 36 mJ/cm2) the mono-clusters of NSPs and 
NRs  returned no or small PNBs, while the multi-NP clusters of the 
same size returned relatively large PNBs  when being exposed to the 
two simultaneous laser pulses of different wavelengths (Table 1). 

The results obtained (Table 1) showed the definite priority of the 
novel “rainbow” mechanism over the standard excitation of a single 
plasmon resonance: the lifetime and brightness of rainbow PNBs 
increased by almost one order of magnitude compared to the identical 
excitation of the mono-NP clusters. 

In addition, we varied the fluence of the single laser pulse in order 
to achieve the same lifetime of the PNB around a mono-NP cluster as 
was obtained for the rainbow PNB (Figure 3B). To achieve the level of 
the lifetime (maximal diameter) of the rainbow PNB as shown in Figure 
3B with a mono-NSP cluster of the same size and with a single pulse 
excitation, we had to increase the laser pulse fluence 4-5 fold from 16 
to 73 mJ/cm2.  Furthermore, under fixed laser fluence we increased the 
size of the mono-NP cluster and achieved a PNB lifetime close to that 
of the rainbow PNB. A similar PNB lifetime was achieved with clusters 

that were 3-4 times bigger (Figure 3A).  Therefore, the simultaneous 
excitation of two plasmon resonances with the two optical pulses 
resulted in an amplification of the photothermal efficacy of the multi-
NP cluster that exceeded the effect expected from a single pulse 
excitation with the fluence being equal to the sum of the fluences of the 
two above pulses. The summarized fluence of the two pulses (16 mJ/
cm2 and 36 mJ/cm2) was 52 mJ/cm2, a value that was close to the PNB 
generation threshold for mono-NP clusters (see above). The lifetimes 
of PNBs observed at this level of fluence under a single pulse excitation 
of the mono-NP clusters were lower than that for the rainbow PNB 
(Figure 3B). In another experiment, identical NSP-NS clusters were 
exposed to single 532 nm pulses, single 787 nm pulses and the two 
simultaneous pulses 532 nm and 787 nm under fixed fluences near the 
PNB generation thresholds. While single pulse wavelengths returned no 
or small PNBs, synergistic double-pulse (rainbow) excitation resulted 
in the stable generation of significant PNBs (Figure 3C).  Therefore, 
the rainbow PNB mechanism clearly demonstrates a synergistic nature 
and is thus principally different from the mechanism based on the 
excitation of a single plasmon resonance. This provides an opportunity 
for improving the selectivity and efficacy of the generation of rainbow 
PNBs in biomedical applications.

All of the above results were obtained for the NPs mixed in 1:1 
concentration. It is difficult to expect such precise mixing in cells under 
heterogeneous conditions. We varied the ratio NSP: NR from 1:1 to 
10:1 in order to prepare the mixed clusters of heterogeneous origin. 
We measured the PNB lifetime around mixed NP clusters of similar 
diameter so only their content (NP concentration ratio) was a variable. 
We did not observe a significant variation in the PNB lifetime for the 
clusters prepared under the above range. A similar result was obtained 
for the mixed clusters of 60 nm NSPs and 110 nm silica-gold NSs. These 
results demonstrate the improved stability of rainbow PNBs compared 
to the PNBs generated around mono-NP clusters which were found to 
be very sensitive to the variation of NP concentration that influence 
the NP cluster size. The results obtained were next applied to study the 
effect of rainbow PNBs in living cells in vitro.

Rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles in living cells
The formation of NP clusters in living cells (unlike the above water 

model) involves several biological processes that are heterogeneous and 
cause rather uncontrollable variation of NP uptake, NP cluster size and 
thus reducing the selectivity of NP-based therapies. We have studied 
how the basic biological processes influence the selectivity and efficacy 
of PNB generation. In particular, we considered the following factors 
and processes: 

1. The efficacy and specificity of initial NP targeting (that provides 
the initial accumulation of gold NPs at the cellular membrane) 
was supported by the combination of the two different antibodies 
that were covalently conjugated to specific gold NPs and bound to 
specific cell surface protein targets. We applied cell-specific (prostate 
cancer) gold conjugates of 60 nm NSP with PSMA (prostate specific 
membrane antigen) antibody and 110 nm gold NS conjugated with 
C225 (human EGF receptor) antibody that is tumor-associated, 
although it is less specific to prostate cancer cells than PSMA. The 
NRs were replaced by other NPs with NIR plasmon resonances, 
by NSs, because the latter turned out to be less toxic and easier to 
conjugate.

2. The clustering of the membrane-accumulated NPs was provided 
by their endocytosis and subsequent aggregation in endosomal 
compartments in the cytoplasm. This process depends upon the 
activity of the cellular physiological uptake systems.

Sample Bubble lifetime, ns The pixel image 
amplitudes, count

Mono-NP clusters of gold spheres 3±4 990±15
Mono-NP clusters of gold rods 3±3 1045±31
Multi-NP clusters consisting of 
mixed spheres and rods 63±4 8860±321

Table 1: Parameters of plasmonic nanobubbles generated around NP clusters 
exposed to two simultaneous laser pulses (0.5 ns each, 532 nm: 16 mJ/cm2, 787 
nm 36 mJ/cm2).
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The selectivity of rainbow PNBs was evaluated by identically 
treating specific (prostate cancer) target cells C4-2B, and non-cancerous 
cells HS-5, typical of surrounding cancer stroma, through comparing 
the PNB parameters in both types of cell. 

Initially we repeated the experiment described above for the NP 
clusters in water, and used receptor-mediated endocytosis instead 
of chemical methods for the formation of NP clusters in living cells. 
The cells were incubated with NSP-PSMA and NS-C225 conjugates 
separately and also with a 1:1 mixture of these conjugates. Accumulation 
of the gold NP conjugates in cells was imaged by using optical scattering 
mode of the laser scanning confocal microscope LSM-710 (Figure 4). 
Despite much higher level of specific receptors in target (C4-2B) cells 
(shown in green in Figure 4A) we observed significant level of non-
specific accumulation of gold NPs in stromal (control) cells (shown 
in red in Figure 4C). Profiles of scattering amplitude in Figures 4B, D 
gives the idea about the level of the accumulation of PSMA-specific 
receptors and gold NPs in both types of cells studied. The accumulation 
of gold NPs has been found to be rather heterogeneous in both types 
of cells. However, the size (scattering image pixel amplitude) of NP 

clusters in C4-2B cells has been found to be slightly bigger in prostate 
cancer cells (C4-2B) comparing to those in HS-5 cells. According 
to numerous studies and to our previous experimental experience, 
non-specific accumulation of NPs is unavoidable due to the residual 
level of interacting receptors at the membranes of non-specific cells 
and, in additional, depends on the cellular uptake activity. Observed 
heterogeneity of NP clustering in cells may decrease the specificity of 
many NP-based diagnostic and therapeutic methods including the 
standard mechanism of PNB generation.  

Therefore, we have applied the standard and the rainbow 
mechanisms of PNB generation to individual living cells. Each C4-
2B cell was exposed to laser pulses at 532 nm, 787 nm and to the 
simultaneous pair of these pulses, each one having the fixed fluence 
of 95 mJ/cm2. The PNBs were detected in time-resolved scattering 
and time-response modes (Figure 5). The PNB lifetimes and the 
probabilities of their generation were plotted as shown in the diagram 
(Figure 6A). The rainbow mechanism (targeting the cells with NSs 
and NSPs and exposing them to the two simultaneous laser pulses, 
532 nm and 787 nm) resulted in an increase in PNB size (lifetime) 
of almost one order of magnitude compared to the response of the 
same cells to mono-NP/mono-pulse treatments with (1) NSP-PSMA 
targeting and a single laser pulse (532 nm) or (2) NS-C225 targeting 
and a single laser pulse (787 nm). Thus the results obtained with the 
cell model, confirmed our previous conclusion, that the efficacy of the 
generation of rainbow PNB was much higher than for standard PNBs 
and represents synergistic effect of the dual pulse excitation of the two 
matching NP types in one cluster. It should be noted that we could not 
achieve the same parameters for PNBs (lifetime about 500 ns) after 
targeting the cells only with gold NSPs and a single wavelength (532 
nm) excitation, because the required laser pulse fluence exceeded the 
technical maximum of the laser. According to the results obtained in 
water for NSP clusters, we assume that the fluence should be increased 
by 3-4 fold compared to the rainbow PNB fluence. Such a high efficacy 
of rainbow PNBs in cancer cells can be explained by the synergistic 
effect of the co-localized and simultaneous activation of the several 
plasmon resonances.  

To verify these conclusions we measured the PNBs in C4-2B cells 
under lower fluences. Rainbow PNBs of 95 ns were achieved under the 
excitation 532nm@40mJ/cm2/787 nm@48mJ/cm2 (the summarized 
fluence was 88 mJ/cm2). We intentionally reduced the levels of laser 
fluences compared to the previous experiments so as to generate the 
smallest PNBs.  Standard PNBs of 95 ns were achieved under the 
excitation 532nm@215mJ/cm2, this fluence level exceeded the above 
summarized fluence of the two laser pulses by 2.4 times. This confirmed 
the synergistic effect of the co-localized excitation of several plasmon 
resonances. 

Next, we have compared the PNBs in three different sets of the 
prostate cancer cells (C4-2B) prepared under the different initial ratios 
of the NSPs:NSs concentrations (aimed to influence the composition 
of the NP clusters) and treated with various laser pulses (one pulse 
532 nm or 787 nm and two simultaneous pulses 532nm and 787 nm) 
under identical conditions (55 mJ/cm2). The data in Figure 6B show 
the minimal spread for the lifetimes of rainbow PNBs while the 
activation of similarly targeted cells with only one of the laser pulses 
resulted in much higher spread of the PNB lifetime. Therefore, the 
varying targeting concentrations ratios of gold NPs (that modeled the 
influence of biological heterogeneous factors) had minimal effect on 
the rainbow PNBs while they showed much stronger influence on the 
PNB parameters under a single pulse excitation of one type of gold NPs 

Figure 4: Merged confocal fluorescent (green) and scattering (red) images of 
prostate cancer C4-2B (A) and stromal HS-5 (C) cells: green – the fluorescence 
of Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated to PSMA antibody, red – the gold NP clusters; 
(B, D) corresponding profiles of pixel image amplitudes. Dashed lines show the 
boundaries of cells.

Figure 5: Time-resolved scattering images (A,C) of the cells during their 
exposure to the simultaneous pair of laser pulses at 532 nm and 787 nm shows 
bright PNBs in C4-2B cell; (B,D): corresponding time responses obtained 
simultaneously with images (A) and (C). Scale bar is 10 μm. Dashed lines show 
the boundaries of cells.
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in the cells. This experiment has modeled the heterogeneous conditions 
during NP-cell interaction that influence the content of the NP clusters. 
However, synergistic targeting and activation of NP clusters with at 
least two laser pulses (rainbow PNBs) minimized the influence of the 
variation of the NP cluster content on the PNB lifetime and probability 
and, therefore, a rainbow PNB mechanism can be employed for the 
improved control of PNB generation in biologically heterogeneous 
microenvironment. 

Finally, we evaluated the rainbow PNBs for the selective ablation of 
cancer cells surrounded by non-cancer stromal cells (a typical cancer 
microenvironment). We fluorescently labeled stromal (HS-5) and 
prostate cancer cells (C4-2B) with calcein vital dyes of green (cancer) 
and orange (stromal) colors and mixed them in the proportion HS-
5:C4-2B of 5:1. Next, we treated the mixture of cells with the two gold 
conjugates and with two laser pulses, 532 nm@40 mJ/cm2 and 787 
nm@48 mJ/cm2. The sample was scanned through the laser beam and 
each cell was identified according to its fluorescence (Figure 7B), and 
was then exposed to a single pair of laser pulses (Figure 7C). Based upon 
the PNB generation probabilities and lifetimes (Figure 6A), the stable 
PNBs were generated under the rainbow mechanism and in cancer cells 
only.  PNBs were also observed on occasion in stromal cells, but their 
probability was below 20% and their size was small compared to the size 
of cancer cell-generated PNBs. This latter result inspired an additional 
test: because cell damage by a PNB depends upon its size (lifetime [27, 
37]), we monitored and compared the vital fluorescence of PNB treated 
cancerous and stromal cells.

Within the area irradiated with laser pulses (shown within a 
dashed line in Figure 7B, C) we discovered that only the cancer cell was 
damaged. The vital dye stays in the cell with an intact membrane and 
quickly leaks out of the cell with a compromised membrane [45]. The 
damage (ablation) of the cancer cell in the center (observed as the loss 
of the red fluorescence) was in line with the increased size (lifetime) of 
the PNBs generated specifically in C4-2B cells, and with the mechanical 
nature of cell damage that is associated with the disruption of the 
cellular structures including the plasma membrane [27,33,37,46,47].  

This final test clearly demonstrated the selectivity of the rainbow PNBs 
that were generated locally in a single specific (cancer) cell and were not 
generated in the surrounding stromal cells (or were generated in such 
cells with a probability and size that prevented their damage). While the 
vital fluorescent images in Figure 7B, C demonstrated the potential of 
rainbow PNBs for selective therapy, the optical scattering of these PNBs 
has a high diagnostic potential. 

The brightness and optical contrast of rainbow PNBs were compared 
to those of gold NPs (scattering). The brightness of the PNBs in cancer 
C4-2B cells (measured as the pixel image amplitude of the PNB, Figure 
5A) was found to be 71 times higher than that for stromal cells (Figure 
5C). The accumulation of the gold NP conjugates in cells was imaged by 
using optical scattering mode of the laser scanning confocal microscope 
(Figure 4). After measuring cluster-related image amplitudes we have 
estimated the contrast of NP optical scattering. It was measured as a 
ratio of the scattering image amplitudes for cancer and stromal cells 
and was found to be about 1.5. Significant increase in optical contrast 
due to the rainbow PNB was provided by the threshold mechanism of 
PNB generation: none or only small PNBs were generated in HS-5 cells 
(Figure 5C, D) because the level of laser fluence was close to the PNB 
threshold for the smallest clusters formed in HS-5 cells, while the same 
fluence level exceeded the PNB generation threshold for larger clusters 
formed in C4-2B cells (Figure 5A, B).

Rainbow mechanism versus other methods of optical 
excitation of plasmonic NPs

The rainbow PNB method further develops the unique properties 
of PNBs through the synergistic excitation of PNB around multi-NP 
cluster. There are several mechanisms for the optical activation of 
plasmonic NPs. The most popular, excitation, employs continuous 
radiation [50-52], which is a relatively simple and low cost solution. 
However, the continuous delivery of optical energy to an NP 
compromises the efficacy and spatial selectivity of the photothermal 
output of such an NP due to thermal diffusion [53]. This problem was 
solved by using short laser pulses [11, 12, 54-56]. Very short (fs) single 
pulses improve the photothermal efficacy by minimizing heat loss by 
NPs, though at the same time they limit the efficacy of PT conversion 
since a maximal energy is limited by the optical breakdown threshold. 
For this reason many fs-pulsed lasers are used in continuous mode 

Figure 6: A: The PNB lifetime-probability diagram for prostate cancer (C4-2B) 
cells treated with NSP-PSMA and NS-C225 gold conjugates, and exposed to 
different optical pulses (pump laser pulses 0.5 ns@95 mJ/cm2 at 532 nm and 
787 nm). The rainbow mechanism corresponds to the sample shown with a 
solid rhomb (cells were treated with the two conjugates and two simultaneous 
laser pulses); B: the PNB lifetime-probability diagram for prostate cancer 
(C4-2B) cells shows the influence of the NP cluster content (the ratio of NS-
C225:NSP-PSMA) on the PNB parameters under excitation with one 0.5-ns 
laser pulse 532 nm@55 mJ/cm2  or 787 nm@55 mJ/cm2 (single wavelength 
excitation), and two simultaneous laser pulses - 532 nm and 787 nm (rainbow 
mechanism).
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Figure 7: Bright field (A, D) and fluorescent (B, C: C4-2B – green, HS-5 - orange) 
images of co-culture of prostate cancer C4-2B and stromal HS-5 cells. (A, B): 
before exposure to the pair of laser pulses (532 nm and 787 nm); (C, D): 60 s 
after exposure to the laser pulses that were scanning along the area shown with 
a dashed line. Fading of green fluorescence was due to the leakage of green 
calcein dye out of the damaged C4-2B cell through its disrupted membrane 
(shown with yellow arrow). Yellow arrows show a single cancer cell that has 
been selectively damage with the rainbow mechanism of PNB generation.
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[26, 57]. Other than as thermal sources, plasmonic NPs are employed 
as sources for acoustic, shock waves and vapor bubbles. Among these 
mechanisms the gold nanoparticle-generated vapor bubbles (PNBs) 
were shown to provide the best selectivity and accuracy for cell-level 
biomedical applications [58]. Compared to a “standard” mechanism 
of nanobubble generation around a gold NP in a cell (antibody-
receptor targeting, activation of mono-NP cluster with a single optical 
wavelength), the rainbow PNB mechanism introduced several specific 
features:

1. Nanobubble source: clusters of different NPs, rather than clusters 
of NPs of one type. This feature decreased the bubble generation 
threshold fluence below the threshold level for mono-NP clusters.

2. Excitation optical wavelength and fluence: several simultaneous 
pulses at the wavelengths that match the plasmon resonances of 
the corresponding NPs in the cluster. This feature also reduced the 
fluence of each laser pulse below the threshold for a nanobubble 
generated through a “single pulse – mono-NP” mechanism.

3. Independent control and tuning of the fluence: each excitation laser 
pulse provided maximal flexibility in manipulating the lifetime 
(i.e. size) of the rainbow PNB in a wide range of cluster size and 
composition, thus circumventing the problem of the heterogeneous 
formation and content of NP clusters in cells.

All three above features are unique to rainbow PNBs and can be 
especially useful during in vivo applications where the heterogeneity of 
NP clustering and optical propagation and scattering create challenges 
both for nano- and for optical technologies. It should be noted that 
a rainbow PNB depends much less upon the variations of its NP 
content (this could be caused by the heterogeneous interaction and 
internalization of gold NPs by the cell). This result, together with the 
tunable and multifunctional properties of PNBs in vitro and in vivo 
[27, 33, 47] that support diagnosis, therapy and theranostics (diagnosis 
and treatment united in one procedure) at cell level and with single 
cell selectivity, justify the development of PNB technologies despite the 
above general limitations.  

We conclude that the method of “rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles” 
demonstrated the following advantages over the photothermal 
excitation of plasmonic NPs and PNBs in a single plasmon resonance 
mode:

1. The rainbow mechanism of the PNB generation significantly 
improved the efficacy of their generation by reducing the fluence 
of the excitation laser pulses by several times to the level that was 
below the PNB generation thresholds for single NPs and for clusters 
consisting of only one type of NPs.

2. The mechanism of rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles improved 
the selectivity of bubble generation in specific target cancer cells 
compared to non-specific cells and can therefore provide the cell 
level selectivity that is very important for efficient diagnosis and 
therapy.

3. Rainbow plasmonic nanobubbles were found to be less sensitive 
to the NP cluster content and can be better controlled through 
the fluence of the excitation laser pulses compared to plasmonic 
nanobubbles generated around mono-NP clusters whose content 
can vary in cells due to the heterogeneous nature of NP uptake by 
living cells.

Obtained results open the possibility for very precise and localized 
control of the photothermal excitation of plasmonic nanoparticles in 
heterogeneous micro-environment at the cell level.
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